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>> HEALTH AND SAFETY COMPLIANCE 

GOGAS ANNOUNCES NEW DIVISION 
Corona and the pandemy has changed our society faster and more dramatically than the introduction of the world wide 
web in ist early days. With the challenge of Corona, only enterprises acting and adapting,  both rapidly as well as in a 
sustainable way will be able to evolve their business model during this crisis and belong to the winners afterwards. For 
more than 70 years, we at GoGaS are driving changes, innovations and sustainability, making our customers more 
competitive leveraging from our expertise and competence in IR and UV wavelength solutions. Expanding our solutions 
and service offerings into the UV-C wavelength spectrum, is a consequent and natural evolution of our sustainable 
business model and combines our powerfull offerings in our new Health & Safety Compliance Division, bringing again, 
more and sustainable values to our customers across different industries. Sustainable and envinronment friendly H&S 
Strategies will soon become a strategic pillar in basically every business modell, such as Technology, Finance and IT are 
already today. Sustainable, transparent and  trustable strategies will become a key contributor in the overall value chain 
and competitiveness, for employes, suppliers and customers, hence, across the entire value and supply chain. 

The flagship of our new division is our UV-C disinfection robot, a well proven and certified technology, already used in 
hospitals and other critical applications. It uses the latest UV-C technology precisely tuned to the 254nm wavelength 
not only to disinfect in the most environment friendly way, no chemicals, no aerosols, no poisoning of air and water, it 
also destroys the DNA of Bacterias, Germs, Mold and Viruses and goes far beyond traditional disinfection methods. 
Once in operation, it disinfects air and surfaces at the same time, up to min. 220cm room height and fits perfectly into 
any compliance strategy, including digital validation and reporting. Faster, and deeper than any manual approach. 

Supporting the rapidly increasing market needs, GoGaS has signed an agreement with the leading robot manufacturer 
in this industry, Blue Ocean Robotics, Denmark, bringing the CAREtaker to market outside direct hospital applications. 
The CAREtaker is fully medical tested and certified, easy to use and a save universal weapon, fighting Corona and other 
such type of challenges. 

Furthermore, GoGaS provides a wide range of standard and semicustom UV-C solutions, both as stand alone versions 
as well as integrated into OEM applications. 

Completing the sustainable offerings in this division, GoGaS has also signed an agreement with one of the worlds largest 
manufacturer for infection prefention solutions and personal protection equipment and will be serving the needs in the 
non medical market segments. All products come with full trusted medical certifications and at competitive market 
pricing. More, incuding product information, application notes, reports and studies, can be found at www.gogas.com  
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THIS IS GOGAS: 

GoGaS is a well recognized and established partner for energy efficient and sustainable building and processing solutions since 
1946. With a global customer base and a partner network around the globe, GoGaS provides ist customers a full range 
portfolio combined with a one stop shop approach. The company is a stakeholder in key and leading associations and 
initiatives incl. VDMA, figawa, Exportinitiative Energy, ELVHIS and others. As a member oft he Blue Competence Alliance, 
GoGaS supports key goals such as energy efficiency, drive towards CO2 neutral building operations and best in class B2B 
solutions protection our environment. GoGaS is your partner for innovations, sustainability and turnkey solutions. 
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